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Our Customer Promise
Our aim is to reduce your carbon footprint by reducing your energy consumption, ultimately
saving you money. We achieve this by designing a smart lighting solution that uses less energy,
creating a well-lit working environment that meets the requirements of everyone in your
business.
How we do this
We offer a range of technologically advanced luminaires that cover all commercial lighting
requirements from offices to warehouses. We combine these with enabling technology designed
to ensure you receive the right light, in the right place, at the right time. We will ensure that all
our lighting and workmanship meets the relevant European and British Standards and your health
and safety obligations.
Our experienced team of engineers will provide you with a full lighting survey to deliver a
bespoke design solution which will illustrate the financial and environmental benefits in the form
of a report tailored to your requirements. We will also assist you with any grant applications
using our experience and collaborative association with the Carbon Trust.
Target market
We specialise in supporting and guiding small- to medium-sized enterprises through the process
of assessment, evaluation, and decision-making, ensuring that the investment proposition is right
for your business.
Our installation philosophy is to work with you to minimise any disruption to the day-to-day
processes during the installation period so that there is minimal impact on your business
operation.
Technology
Our lighting technology is designed to offer a long-term solution, not a short-term fix. We use
only the best LEDs and power supplies that have a design life of over 100,000 hours and a
Chromaticity Shift of less than 1% over the same period.
We also have the patented ‘Waveguide’ technology which reduces glare and distractive lighting
to ensure a working environment that considers the people in your business.
All our technology is controllable, ranging from a wall switch to a fully integrated computer
control panel. The degree of automation and control will match your business profile and your
“green credential” ambitions.
We back all of this up with a guarantee of 5 years.

William Robson
Director, Carbon Reduction Technology
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GETTING FIT
FOR THE FUTURE
What should have been a relatively straightforward LED
upgrade of a leisure centre in Wales proved more complicated
because of, you’ve guessed it, the country being plunged into
lockdown last year. But the results nevertheless herald a
(hopefully) more positive future all round

By Liz Hudson
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P

las Madoc is a leisure centre with a
story. The centre began life as a
council-run facility and, with its
huge family-friendly offering,
quickly cemented itself as an essential presence within the local community.
However, due to local government to cuts
and despite its popularity, the leisure centre
was sentenced to closure in 2014. It was at
this point that the community took matters
into its own hands and formed a not-forprofit organisation to keep the leisure centre
alive, and in December 2014 it was officially
reopened by the Splash Community Trust,
gifted to the community by Wrexham
County Borough Council.
Since the transfer of ownership, Plas
Madoc Leisure Centre has gone from
strength to strength, winning ‘Social Enterprise of the Year’ in the 2018 Social Business
Wales Awards. A core ongoing goal for the
Splash Community Trust is continuously to
find ways to drive down costs and improve
efficiency, yet without compromising on service, facilities or quality.
This has seen it improving the heating systems and wave machines in the pool area but
also work to upgrade its lighting.
It was to achieve this goal that the team
turned to Carbon Reduction Technology,
largely because of its acquisition in early
2019 of the Waveguide light injection luminaire range.
The leisure centre had installed several
Waveguide luminaires at an earlier point in
time and the team was keen to use the same
technology throughout the rest of the
building.
Light injection luminaires, which are
ultra-uniform and low glare, are particularly
well suited to this sort of environment, as leisure centres tend to be full of shiny floors
and surfaces as well as areas that require
extremely even, shadowless illumination,
such as squash courts.
The client had three clear primary goals in
mind at the outside of the project:
1. Streamline operating costs
2. Improve the aesthetic of the facility
and the light quality in active areas
3. Reduce its carbon footprint

WORKING AROUND COVID-19

Coronavirus, naturally, threw a major spanner in the works, as it did for most UK businesses in 2020, causing operational problems and shutting down activity.
Lockdown landed smack bang in the middle of the Plas Madoc installation, halting
forward progress while the centre closed to
comply with government restrictions.
Installation had begun in February 2020
and, to mitigate the pandemic’s impact, the
Carbon Trust offered an automatic

extension to its usually rigorously strict
12-week installation requirement. In the
event, however, the project was not officially
completed until last September, making Plas
Madoc CRT’s longest single installation!
Fortunately, we had already planned for
the installation to be modular, with different zones inside the building being
upgraded in a phased rollout. This was
strategically designed to reduce as much
impact on the day-to-day running of the
centre as possible, which in normal times
opens seven days a week.
As well as disruption from lockdown
restrictions preventing personnel from
attending sites to survey, install or maintain,
the Covid-19 pandemic also caused major
supply chain issues, affecting manufacture,
component sourcing, air freight, sea freight
and customs.
Following the first return-to-business last
summer after the first lockdown, both the

centre and CRT had some adjusting to do in
order to continue to rollout the upgrade
safely and in a legally compliant manner.
This began, as all things do, with a detailed
risk assessment, action plan and policy documents. When we were ready to put the
installation team back on site, Covid-safe
procedures had to be followed to the letter to
maintain the safety of the Plas Madoc staff,
the general public and the install team.
Of course, every cloud has a silver lining.
The pandemic did provide a rare opportunity for our photographer to capture a totally
empty facility post installation. Observing,
of course, all Covid-safe guidelines and laws.

A MODULAR ROLLOUT

Despite the pandemic-related delays and
pauses in installation once the centre was
able to reopen its doors to members, there
was no further forced closure before the project was completed.
www.theilp.org.uk
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CRT approaches almost all installations in
a modular manner – a tactic designed to
allow our clients to continue to operate
safely and with as much capacity as possible
whilst the installation is in progress.
Unless a facility has regularly scheduled
downtime sufficient to complete a retrofit,
it’s usually unfeasible for a business to halt
trading and shut down to accommodate a
lighting upgrade.
This modular approach, in fact, proved
ideal for adapting to a Covid-safe install
strategy. The centre was divided into zones,
which were isolated, closed and reopened
one by one. This had the added benefit that,
even with manufacturing and freight delays,
we could continue to upgrade areas in full
with the assets we had, leaving the original
lighting temporarily in place in the zones
affected by delays. This all ensured the lights
stayed on and the leisure centre remained
functional and safe for members.

SPOTLIGHT AREAS

The centre has an extensive range of facilities and spaces, including a soft play area,
climbing wall, swimming pool, gym, sports
hall, fitness class space, café, squash courts,
offices, changing rooms, staff areas and common areas.
All interior spaces required a lighting refit,
plus the exterior of the building using the
pre-existing poles.
Leisure centres present a variety of lighting challenges and interesting or complex
www.theilp.org.uk

spaces, all of which require slightly different
approaches to achieve the best results. We’ll
look at some of these different areas in turn.
1. Squash courts. Squash courts are a
particularly interesting space to light, as a
large area of the court – including the floor
and most of the walls – is playable area and
needs to be evenly lit to provide excellent visibility of the ball, which is only about 40mm
in diameter and can move at well over 100
miles per hour!
As you might imagine, it’s also vital for
squash court luminaires to be smash proof.
Fortunately, the structure of Waveguide
luminaires is particularly well-suited to
lighting a broad area, not just below the
luminaire but to the sides and, to a degree,
above where required.
The luminaire is projecting light to the
sides and above the fitting, rather than just in
a downwards direction. We turned the outer
tubes in the fitting to project out and up.
Light is injected into flawless acrylic rods,
which act as mixing chambers and project
exceptionally low glare and uniform illumination. The shape and spread of the illumination is controlled by a precise reflective
coating applied to the rod.
The luminaires are made up of multiple
rods and, by twisting the outer rod in the
luminaire, we were able effectively to light
the upper walls and corners of the courts
without the need to install additional lights
fittings.

2. Swimming pool. Plas Madoc has a large
pool area, complete with water slides. This
area came with a special request to light the
roof area blue, so as to simulate the sky and
give the area a more outdoor feel. A high lighting standard is also critical in areas such as
swimming pools to properly support safety.
The deep end of the swimming pool is the
only area where we added a small number of
additional luminaires, as the previous lighting design didn’t provide sufficient scope for
us to achieve even enough lighting.
To achieve the required blue lighting
effect, we adapted the luminaires with custom blue Perspex filters.
3. Spiral staircase. The centre has a spiral
staircase in the reception area, which was
added on to the project in a later stage. The
staircase was originally lit with eight spotlights, running at 300w each.
During the course of the upgrade, these
lights were removed, leaving gaps in the ceiling where the fixtures had been situated.
Although the staircase was safely lit by the
new lighting layout, CRT and the Plas Madoc
team decided to put in new high-efficiency
luminaires to showcase the staircase.
Eight new custom spotlights were therefore installed, running at 14w each, with the
emphasis on aesthetic.
4. Emergency lighting. In addition to retrofitting the lighting throughout the
entire facility, we also installed a new
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emergency lighting system.
Emergency lighting is of course a legal
requirement, and requires the installation of
drivers and battery packs into luminaires at
strategic points along escape routes. These
are designed to trigger automatically in the
event of an onsite power failure.

RESULTS

Let’s gauge the results for this project on
three measures: performance, light quality
and financial.
1. Performance. While the management
team identified several key goals for the
upgrade, the primary objective was to
achieve a significant reduction in energy
expenditure. To that end:
• Tonnes of CO2 saved per year: 36
tonnes
• Sitewide energy saving: 78%
• Energy saving in kwh: 127,000kwh
(reduced from 163000kwh to
36000kwh)
• Average reduction in wattage per luminaire: taken as an average across the
whole site, we reduced power by 107w
for every luminaire
2. Light quality. A key concern for Plas
Madoc was improving the light quality and
aesthetic. Generally speaking, a busier,

www.theilp.org.uk

more modular floorplan and part-time
operating hours can reduce the savings
potential when compared to, say, a manufacturing facility. For Plas Madoc, as a leisure centre, it was able to recoup some of
these savings by opting for a high colour
temperature, which is very much standard
in the leisure industry.
The management team also opted not to
have the lighting scheme layout altered for
maximum efficiency, although we were still
able to achieve a 9% reduction in lighting
fixtures. The light quality changes were:
• Colour temperature: 5000K
• Lux levels: Approximately a 30%
improvement
3. Financial. Despite Plas Madoc having only part-time operating hours, the
savings and paybacks have been
impressive.
The centre is set to recoup the cost of
the project through energy savings in
just 34 months; as the payback term with
the Carbon Trust is five years. This
means Plas Madoc will see an immediate
saving on its bottom line on a monthly
basis, even with its finance
commitment.
As we expect our luminaires to last in
excess of 20 years, the leisure centre will
be enjoying the financial benefits of its
upgrade for a long time to come. In more

detail, the savings amount to:
• Operating hours: eight to 12 hours per
day, seven days per week
• Payback: 34 months
• Carbon Trust payback: five years

CONCLUSIONS

The Plas Madoc Leisure Centre and Splash
Community Trust team were a genuine
pleasure to work with, driven, as they are,
by an extraordinary group of people with a
strong sense of vision and a firm grasp on
making energy efficiency work.
Coronavirus continues to make times
feel turbulent and uncertain for most
small and medium-sized businesses, but
as we, hopefully, now start to come out of
the pandemic, the government’s renewed
commitments to cutting and neutralising
carbon emissions means there will be an
ever-greater imperative for businesses of
all sizes to be finding ways to reduce carbon footprint, with more energy efficient
lighting one important option.

Liz Hudson is head of marketing at EW
Business Development & Marketing, and
works with Carbon Reduction Technology
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Manchester Airport
Multi Storey - Key benefits:
Energy savings
High quality light uniformity
No pollution
Intelligent controls

Before

After

Manchester Airport (MAG) has achieved 60% energy savings in car park lighting thanks to our
LED installation
The Challenge:
External and Internal car parks are reliant on exceptional light quality for personal safety and security. MAG made a major
commitment to reducing its carbon emissions from 2009 and has pledged to be the first airport group to reach its carbon neutral
commitment by 2015. The Multi-Storey car parks in Terminal Two and Three were illuminated with 70watt and 100watt fittings –
which just managed to achieve the BS Standard of 50-75 Lux Levels. The car parks are lit 24 hours per day, 365 days per year.
Our Solution:
We supplied 2000 LED light fittings to MAG’s Terminal Two and Three car parks, which achieved an overall Co2 reduction of 3170
tonnes over the product life. Our designers engineered a fitting to retrofit into the SON gear trays. The Waveguide Lighting fitting is a
30watt unit that delivers 90-134 Lux levels. This fitting not only improved the level of lighting but also quality of lighting and
uniformity. The installation achieved energy reduction targets and provided the simplest installation solution.
Testimonial:
“After several months of trialling numerous lighting technologies and designs, Waveguide’s bespoke retro fit solution outshone all
the others. We were particularly impressed with the speed and efficiency of Waveguide Lighting to design, fit and test their product
to our stringent criteria. The end product has more than exceeded our expectations.”
Jonathan Beswick, Manchester Airport project technician
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Manchester Airport
Airports - Canopy Lighting (External) - Key benefits:
Energy savings
5500 Kelvin, 65CRI for precision working
High quality light uniformity
Intelligent controls such as ambient sensors or dimmers to further maximise energy savings
No heat generated under the lights
No maintenance costs

Manchester Airport has cut its lighting energy consumption by 63 per cent through a third major
Waveguide lighting installation
The Challenge:
To support Manchester Airport Group’s (MAG) bold commitment to be the first airport group to have carbon neutral ground
operations by 2015. MAG wanted to further improve their energy reduction levels and quality of lighting in at the Airport by replacing
their existing under canopy lighting at Terminal two arrivals and departures, making it easier and safer for travellers to get to and from
the Airport. Waveguide Lighting was tasked with creating an installation that would allow MAG to continue to achieve energy
reduction targets, whilst providing the simplest and most effective installation solution that would cause minimal disruption to
day-to-day operations. Improving light quality and uniformity whilst reducing energy consumption was a given.
Our Solution:
Waveguide Lighting replaced under canopy lighting with its patented C Lite technology, replacing 400 watt (without ballast) Metal
Halides with their new C90/700 fitting. This unit uses just 180 watts (including ballast) and replaced the Metal Halides on a
one-for-one basis. Installed at a height of nine meters, the C Lite provides more than 180 Lux to the floor.
This has allowed the Airport to cut its lighting energy consumption by 63%
Testimonial:
“Waveguide Lighting is demonstrating right here at Manchester Airport that with forward thinking design it is possible to improve
light levels, while reducing energy consumption and carbon impact. Their products have more than exceeded our expectations and
we are delighted to have been able to work closely with Waveguide to find the right solutions for different applications within the
airport.”
Jonathan Beswick, Manchester Airport project technician
Tel: 01942 887400 : E-mail: sales@waveguidelighting.co.uk : Web: www.waveguidelighting.co.uk
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Manchester Airport
High Bay - Key benefits:
Energy savings of up to 80% with intelligent controls
High quality light uniformity
Controls which work seamlessly alongside an Airport’s Building Management System
No heat generated under the lights
No flicker or hum

Manchester Airport (MAG) instantly achieved 57% energy savings with Waveguide Lighting
The Challenge:
In 2009, Manchester Airport Group (MAG) made a major commitment to reduce its carbon footprint and set out to be the first airport
group to have carbon neutral ground operations by 2015.
Waveguide Lighting’s first project at MAG in November 2010 saw 2140 LB Lite LED lights fitted in their multi-storey car parks, achieving
overall Co2 reductions of 3170 tonnes over the products lifetime. The MAG team were keen to continue the momentum from the first
project and turned their attention to Terminal Two Arrivals and Departures concourse and baggage reclaim hall. The arrivals and
departures concourse and baggage reclaim hall is busy at certain times, but the lights remained permanently on, significantly
contributing to the Airport’s energy usage. The project needed to fit MAG’s stringent criteria and not cause any disruptions to the
Airport’s daily operations.
Our Solution:
Waveguide Lighting replaced 280watt metal halides (including ballast losses) in Terminal Two Arrivals and Departures concourse and
baggage reclaim hall.
Waveguide installed their award-winning High Bay TiLite, which is just 123 watts with ballast and delivers 300 lux to the floor. These
lights replaced the metal Halides on a one-for-one basis and not only improved lighting levels and uniformity within the concourse
but instantly achieved a 57% energy saving.
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As part of this project, the highly skilled team at Waveguide Lighting integrated a control gear into the High Bay TiLites that that works
seamlessly alongside the Airport’s Building Management System, which in turn works alongside aircraft flight movements interface.
This means that MAG have the potential to do clever things like dim the lights in empty passenger zones, but automatically switch the
lights back on when aircraft have landed.
Testimonial:
“We were particularly impressed with the speed and efficiency of Waveguide Lighting to design fit and test their products to our
stringent criteria. Waveguide Lighting is demonstrating right here at Manchester Airport that with forward thinking design, it is
possible to improve light levels, while reducing energy consumption and carbon impact.”
Jonathan Beswick, Manchester Airport project technician
“Often no-one manufacturers the luminaire we want. We’re always finding that there are areas that don’t seem to be covered by the
main manufacturers. For example, when we did our car parks we struggled to find a true retrofit replacement for a Low Bay
application and we struggled with the flexibility of some of the major manufacturers.
“As a result we ended up working with local manufacturer Waveguide Lighting as they offered us a bespoke solution. For those niche
areas where we struggled, we’ve been quite lucky in that we can now work closely with Waveguide Lighting.
“They have become an invaluable design outfit that can fill all the important gaps for us.”
Andy Sheridan, Services Facilities Manager at Manchester Airport
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North Devon Hospital Trust
Healthcare - Key benefits:
Energy savings
High quality light uniformity
Intelligent controls eg: Night Watch system for NHS
4000 Kelvin colour, 80 CRI LED – precise colour needed for health care setting
Significant contribution to infection control
No maintenance costs

Waveguide Lighting helps slash hospital infection rates with new lighting
The Challenge:
Light colour and uniformity is vital in a health care setting for the purposes of examining patients and also for patient comfort and
safety. Lighting accounts for a significant proportion of a hospital’s energy usage. At a time when the Government has set the NHS
tough targets to reduce Co2 emissions, more energy efficient lighting is vital in saving money and reducing a Trust’s carbon footprint.
In addition, infection control is a crucial consideration. Changing light bulbs or fluorescent fittings means warm dust particles are
released into the atmosphere.
Our Solution:
At North Devon Hospital’s Trust (NDHT) we installed TiLite 20watt fittings into the corridors and reception areas and the TiLite 30watt
into wards – replacing 72watt fittings throughout. The new lighting installation has reduced the hospital’s overall carbon emissions by
354 Tonnes and saved 94, 866 KW/H and with the integration of dimmers energy savings have exceeded 75%. The TiLite provides high
colour rendering of 4000 Kelvin - precisely the colour the NHS requires to provide perfect light quality for examining patients or the
cleanliness of the facilities. Waveguide Lighting’s TiLite product is maintenance free during its seven year life span (operating at 24
hours per day). It has no flicker, no hum, emits no UV or static and eradicates dust build-up. The installation created a more pleasant
and healing environment where patients and staff are in control of ward lighting levels.
Testimonial:
“With the new lighting system we have made significant savings to our energy bills. This new lighting system from Waveguide has
really made a difference to patients too. It has created a much better atmosphere for our patients and staff. Even light and less
flicker is a huge improvement for those patients with sight problems. It is vital lighting units are designed to minimise hospital
infection and the maintenance free aspect assists us in delivering better maintenance services with faster reaction times to the whole
hospital.“ Moses Warburton, re-development manager of NDHT
Tel: 01942 887400 : E-mail: sales@waveguidelighting.co.uk : Web: www.waveguidelighting.co.uk
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Lakeland Bake
Food Production / Manufacturing - Key benefits:
Energy savings
High quality light uniformity
Occupation health standards are met – no flicker / no hum
Clean and maintenance free
4000 Kelvin colour, 80 CRI LED for precision working
Intelligent controls

Lakeland Bake reduces lighting energy costs by 78% with a LED lighting installation
The Challenge:
Lakeland’s requirements were demanding. Cost savings from any energy efficient lighting solution had to be compelling in terms of
return on investment and payback periods.
They wanted clean consistent light that would enhance the working environment and increase productivity.
As a British Retail Consortium Grade A accredited manufacturer a ‘food safe’, easy to clean, maintenance-free solution was essential.
An improvement in external perimeter lighting was also required to increase security.
Our Solution:
We installed TiLite 30s internally and C60s externally - reducing energy consumption by 78% and delivering a saving of more than
60,000 kWh annually. This resulted in a staggering lifetime savings of £97,554.80 and a maintenance free life over 14 years, combined
with payback period of 32 months.
Overall light quality was improved and all shadow pockets were eradicated. Also, because Lakeland Bake’s Carbon Emissions were
drastically reduced, they qualified for a Carbon Trust interest free loan to minimise the costs of converting to our low energy
lighting.
Testimonial:
“Waveguide Lighting delivered a reduction in our energy costs of 78% and the installation looks outstanding. The lighting really is
great and I am really pleased with the whole job from start to finish.” Peter Turner, director of Lakeland Bake.
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Birmingham NEC
Leisure - Key benefits:
Energy savings
High quality light uniformity
4500 Kelvin colour, 80 CRI LED
Occupation health standards are met – no flicker, even with dimming
Cleanliness of maintenance free sealed units
Intelligent controls
No heat generated under the lights

Birmingham’s NEC achieves 70% energy savings on lighting costs with the help of Waveguide Lighting
The Challenge:
The NEC in Birmingham wanted to replace existing lighting in its Gallery and Concourse Suites and above the Skywalk with lighting
that would improve the visitor experience while saving energy and lowering carbon emissions.
As an organisation the NEC has committed to a 60% reduction in carbon emissions by 2050. Reducing their lighting energy usage is a
massive part of them achieving this target. The NEC has around 70,000 lights throughout its site - that equates to a fifth of their
total energy usage.
That is a huge cost and finding solutions that improve light quality while reducing energy consumption is key. The lights also needed
to be designed to be in keeping with the NEC’s current branding and be able to dim to 7% in key areas without flicker.
Our Solution:
Waveguide Lighting installed 144 TiLites in the Concourse and Gallery Suites and 260 bespoke RodLites above the 400m long
Skywalk that were designed to be match the NEC’s corporate branding and to be in-keeping with lighting finishes in other areas.
The 30watt RodLites replaced 54watt T8 Tubes (58-60watts with ballast) – immediately creating energy savings of 50%.
As the lights are on continuously software was installed that uses sensors to detect when the Skywalk area is empty and dims the
RodLites to just 10%. With these intelligent controls more than 70% energy savings have been achieved.
In the Concourse and Gallery Suites, Waveguide Lighting replaced T8 fluorescents with the TiLite 30 and TiLite 30/120 fittings that
were
engineered to dim down to just 7% and to work seamlessly with RGB LED down lights.
continued.....
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Waveguide Lighting provided 300 Lux for the Skylight and in the Concourse and Gallery suites 600Lux was achieved.
The Skywalk’s lighting creates daylight indoors and has received extremely positive comments from the NEC’s customers for making
the area more welcoming.
Waveguide Lighting’s digital light sources’ ability to deliver specific colour – and with an 80 CRI – not only makes the Skywalk brighter,
cleaner and friendlier but shows everything in its truest colour.
All these effects are over and above the 70% energy savings and carbon reduction that the installations helped the NEC to achieve.
Testimonial:
“We definitely found the best solution in terms of budget, energy reduction targets and overall lighting effect with Waveguide
Lighting. The light colour, output and uniformity is tremendous and all in all I believe we have the right light solution for the NEC.
Waveguide Lighting has the right attitude and real enthusiasm for their lighting technology. They have the ability to be flexible and
offer bespoke solutions – nothing was too much trouble. They listened and found solutions. We have only had positive comments
from customers and NEC staff alike about the new lighting, - particularly about the Skywalk.”
Andrew Cope, project engineer at the NEC
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Scott Safety
Manufacturing - Key benefits:
Energy savings
High quality light uniformity
Occupation health standards are met – no flicker / or hum
Maintenance free
4000 Kelvin colour, 80 CRI LED for precision working
Intelligent controls

Scott Safety, a Tyco Company, cuts lighting energy bills by 81% at its Skelmersdale site
The Challenge:
With thousands of people depending on Scott Safety products to protect them in high risk environments, it was imperative that light
output, light quality and uniformity were high quality so as to aid precision working.
Scott Safety required all the existing T5 fluorescent fittings in both the Warehouse and on the Shop Floor to be replaced with an
energy saving alternative. They also wanted to utilise the natural daylight from sky lights to further energy savings through the
integration of intelligent controls. Additionally, Scott Safety wanted to enhance the working environment for their staff.
Our Solution:
Waveguide’s team of lighting experts designed a bespoke precision lighting solution, which saw a total of 281 Waveguide lighting LED
luminaires with 23 sensors installed. This included 113 award winning High Bay TiLite 70 fitting (82 watts including ballast) and nine
TiLite 30/120 (45 watts including ballast) installed above the shop floor and 46 Oval High Bay 150watt fittings in the warehouse. This
reduced annual lighting energy consumption from 263,907kW/h (annual cost of £26,391) to just 51,730Kw/H. Annual energy bills have
therefore been reduced to just £5,173.
Waveguide Lighting’s TiLites were chosen that supplied 80CRI and 4000 kelvin colour temperature. This combination is proved to
significantly enhance the working environment which will also aid precision working and contribute to a greater feeling of wellbeing
amongst the staff.
continued.....
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Through their low-energy LED Luminaires Waveguide Lighting was also able to achieve a reduction in Co2 production of 84% in the
Shop Floor area and 64% for the Warehouse. This equates to product lifetime Co2 savings of 2,003 Tonnes (115 Tonnes per year).
Because of the high quality sky lights in the factory ambient day light sensors were also installed so that during day light hours the
fittings will burn at a fraction of their total output thus maximising energy savings further. PIR sensors were also installed in the
Warehouse. At current operating hours the fittings offer a useful lifetime of 16 and 25 years for the Shop Floor and Warehouse
respectively. Throughout life they require no maintenance saving Scott Safety a further £51,905 in maintenance costs during product
lifetime. This takes overall lifetime savings for this project to £419,953.
Testimonial:
“Lighting is a significant part of us achieving our carbon footprint reduction goals. When we set out on this project we wanted to find
solutions that not only improved light quality but also significantly reduced our energy consumption.
“Waveguide Lighting has been able to offer a solution that ticks these boxes. Not only are we seeing real cost savings on our energy
bills but the light colour, output and uniformity is superb and our staff are benefiting from the improved lighting.”
Pete Osborne, Production Engineering and Facilities Manager for Scott Safety
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Retail
Retail - Key benefits:
Enables produce to be displayed in its best light - 4,500 Kelvin colour, 80 CRI LED
Improved shopping experience - potentially increasing sales
Helps improve CCTV footage and store security
Generates little heat - so fridges or air conditioning units don’t have to work as hard
Typical energy savings of 80%
High quality light uniformity
Units contribute to store hygiene
60,000 hours of useful time (7 years at 24 hours a day operation)

Waveguide’s award-winning LED lighting is helping retailers enrich their customer’s experience,
whilst significantly reducing lighting energy costs and slashing carbon emissions
EXAMPLE: BUDGENS, CHEDDAR

.............................................................................................................................................................................................

The Challenge:
Tout’s Budgens asked our experts to devise an LED lighting scheme for the re-launch of their Church Street store which would showcase the
fresh, quality produce they are famous for to best effect. They wanted an energy saving solution that would not only cut down on costly
energy and maintenance bills but also help them meet their commitment to reduce Co2 emissions.
Our Solution:
Waveguide Lighting replaced traditional fluorescents with 84 of their unique TiLite fittings from its patented product range. A further 38 LED
down lighters were installed in the store’s Subway concession (over tables) and in the pharmacy areas. The new installation not only achieves
high colour rendering of 80CRI with 4500 kelvin - the optimal colour for displaying produce - but has cut lighting energy costs and Co2
production by 65%. The installation has provided Tout’s Budgens at Cheddar with energy savings of £89,539 over the product’s lifetime.
Equally importantly it saves 567 Co2 tonnes.
The lighting system is also extremely low maintenance and will run for 60,000 hours of continuous use. In the case of Tout’s Budgens at
Cheddar - with an 18 hour a day operation - this means that the lights will not need replacing for nine years and will save an added £12,880 on
routine maintenance. The lack of heat given off by LED lighting allows further energy savings to be made through reduced use of air
conditioning systems. The machines do not have to work as hard to cool down additional heat in the shop, which is beneficial for open
refrigerators.
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The store’s security was improved with the removal of the old fluorescent lighting fittings.
The LED lighting allows for a clearer identification of suspects and reduces flicker on CCTV
monitors.
Testimonial:
“We chose to make the switch to LED lighting as part of our commitment to improving the
customer experience and reducing the carbon footprint of the business. Waveguide Lighting
provided a LED lighting solution that not only improves lighting levels but reduces our
on-going energy costs and equivalent Co2 emissions.
We are delighted with the results and are already getting positive feedback from our
customers about how great the new store looks and the feel of the store created by the
light. All our stores stock the best quality fresh produce from local growers and the LED
lighting really enhances the appearance of our fruit and veg and butchery offering.”
Philip Tout, owner Tout’s Budgens

EXAMPLE: LONDIS, DARLINGTON

.........................................................................................................................................................................................

The Challenge:
Hillsnews Londis was looking for a new lighting solution, as the costs
associated with maintaining and replacing its existing fluorescents
with like-for-like became too much. Key requirements were to source
an energy saving solution that would not only cut down on costly
energy and maintenance bills, but to improve the shopping
experience and improve CCTV images.
Our Solution:
Waveguide Lighting replaced traditional fluorescents throughout
Hillsnews’ shop floor, back office and post office areas with a
selection of their award-winning TiLite fittings. With the store’s 15
hour day cycle, Waveguide Lighting is able to provide an ROI of 439%
by significantly reducing annual lighting energy consumption from
16,767Kw/h (annual cost of £20,400) to just 6,140Kw/h. Annual energy
bills have therefore been reduced to an average of just £1,764, bringing product lifetime savings to £17,562. Waveguide Lighting’s patented
TiLite technology achieves high colour rendering of 80CRI and 4,500 kelvin colour temperature.
This particular combination offers the optimal colour for displaying produce thus enhancing the shopping experience for customers and
increasing sales.
The lighting system is also extremely low maintenance and will run for 60,000 hours of continuous use. With Hillsnews’ 15 hour a day
operation, the lights will not need replacing for eleven years, making additional savings on maintenance costs of £205 per year - a saving of
£2,255 over the product’s lifetime.
An additional benefit comes as the sealed units do not attract dust or insects, making them the most hygienic option for any convenience
store. The lack of heat given off by the units also means that produce stays fresher for longer and chillers and air conditioning doesn’t need
to work as hard, saving further energy usage.
Testimonial:
“The new LED lighting has considerably improved lighting levels and is significantly reducing our on-going energy costs, which for me is
essential. I was particularly impressed with how vibrant the produce looks and the reduced flicker on CCTV monitors which has
dramatically enhanced clarity of the CTTV footage.”
Andy Hill, Hillsnews owner and Londis Retail partner
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Vickers Laboratories
Manufacturing - Key benefits:
Significant energy savings and reduction in Co2 production
High quality light uniformity
5700 Kelvin colour, 75 CRI LED for precision working
Occupation health standards are met – no flicker or hum
Sealed, low maintenance luminaires for cleanliness and hygiene

Chemical manufacturer Vickers Laboratories reduces lighting energy consumption by 73% thanks to
new LED solution from Waveguide Lighting
The Challenge:
Vickers Laboratories Ltd is a chemical manufacturing facility that can name world-renowned film, TV and theatre production
companies as some of its clients.
Vickers Labs also produce the monomer used in the manufacturing process of the latest generation of Silicone-hydrogel contact
lenses, sold under the OPTOMER® brand.
Due to increasing demands for their cutting edge products, lab bosses needed to increase their capacity by designing a purpose-built
manufacturing facility adjacent to the existing site.
High quality light uniformity and high colour rendering was a key consideration in the design of the new lab to ensure that staff at
Vickers Laboratories could create their products and carry out true colour inspection within a well-lit environment. The cleanliness of
the light fitting was also an essential requirement given the nature of the medical products created within the lab.
Our Solution:
Waveguide Lighting installed its LightStar 202 LED luminaires in the brand new laboratory, reducing overall lighting energy
consumption in the area, providing a lifetime saving of £8,333 and a 22Tonne reduction in Co2.
At the same time Lux levels in the lab were improved, with the LightStar product delivering 500 lux to the equipment and work
spaces.
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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The LightStar 202 (Diffused) specified at Vickers Laboratories is just 43w (inclusive of ballast). The light engine can also be driven at a
range of wattages to increase or decrease light levels.
Waveguide’s sealed LED lighting units have been designed to stop dust and insects from gathering around warm light fittings, ensuring
the laboratory area is kept as clean as possible – an essential requirement for the production of material for medical devices like
contact lenses.
The fitting’s 60,000 hour minimum life span means that there is no need for regular maintenance and bulb replacement, which again
stops dust from being distributed into the atmosphere. The lifespan can further be increased to a minimum of 109,000 hours if the
driver is replaced at the 60,000 hour point.
In addition, Waveguide’s installation included two occupancy sensors, further maximising on lighting energy savings when members of
staff are not working in the lab.

Testimonial:
“Vickers Laboratories Ltd manufactures production chemicals for some of the biggest pharmaceutical and contact lens companies in
the world, so quality assurance is absolutely essential.
“Complicated chemical processes are required to take place to create these products and so it is imperative that light quality and
light uniformity is at the highest standard possible for our precision working.
“We knew that we needed to source lighting that would not only cut our lighting costs, provide a short payback period and offer
long-term energy savings, but wasn’t over-the-top on capital cost.
“Waveguide handled the proposal and installation process with great detail and efficiency. We are delighted with the results.”
Steve Foster, managing director, Vickers Laboratories Ltd
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Case Study: Warehousing

AKW Logistics
Warehousing – Key Benefits
n 74% energy savings and reduction in CO2 production
n Significantly Improved Light Distribution (Uniformity .6)
n Improved Security and Health & Safety
n Payback of 1 Year and 3 Months
n ROI 1171%
n Controls including Ambient Daylight Sensing

Logistics company AKW saves over 74% on energy costs with a payback of 1 Year 3 Months

The Challenge:
AKW Logistics is a leading distribution group and needed to upgrade the lighting in its’ Manchester warehouse to
save on energy costs and improve the light uniformity to create a safer working environment.
Because different parts of the warehouse may be in use at varying times, switching to LED with both motion and
ambient light sensors offered the potential for greater energy savings.
Security is also a key issue as AKW often handle high value shipments for key clients.
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Our Solution:
Using Waveguide Lighting’s revolutionary Brightstar luminaires combined with the functionality of both motion
and ambient light sensors, energy savings of 74% were achieved with a significant increase in light output and
uniformity.
194 Brightstar units replaced a total of 289 400w metal halide, quad 80w and twin 70w baton fittings.
The motion sensors dimmed the lights to 20% of their full output when no-one is working in the area while the
ambient sensors keep the light output at a set level when operations are in progress adjusting to the amount of
daylight present.
With a 24/7 operation, often involving high value consignments, the improvement in light output gave significant
benefits in CCTV imaging together with better visibility for fork lift truck drivers improving health and safety in the
warehouse.

Before

After

Testimonial:
“We are delighted with the Waveguide products and the service we have received. The quality of the lighting is
exceptional and has benefited the whole operation. We are especially pleased with the CCTV images we are
now getting. We have no hesitation recommending Waveguide Lighting to all who wish to achieve such results.”
Jason Bradley Operations Manager - AKW Logistics.
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Strensham Services
Garage Forecourts - Key benefits:
Energy savings
High quality light uniformity
No pollution
Intelligent controls

Waveguide Lighting has saved Motorway Service Area (MSA) operator Roadchef 70% on lighting
costs at one of its biggest services
The Challenge:
To refurbish the northbound petrol forecourt at Roadchef’s Strensham motorway service area. The forecourt has been rebranded
Texaco by Chevron, who own Texaco and has been using Waveguide Lighting’s patented LED technology since September 2010.
Our Solution:
A total of 86 Under Canopy LED fittings (82 watts each) replaced an equivalent number of 250 watt Halides - reducing Co2 emissions
by a staggering 585 tonnes over the product lifetime.
The metal Halides were one of the biggest overheads but our energy efficient LED solutions created cost savings of 70%.
The lights will run for 60,000 hours maintenance free. This means the Strensham installation will last for 12 years - based on average
operation of 14 hours per day, seven days per week.
Waveguide’s canopy range is available with both symmetrical and asymmetrical reflectors. This allows for flexible lighting design so
light can be directed back into the forecourt instead of causing light pollution in external areas.
Other benefits include enhanced retailing opportunities through better illumination and an improved sense of safety and security for
customers.
Testimonial:
“We are delighted with the result of Waveguide Lighting’s recent installation, which will help us provide clean and consistent
illumination in our refurbished forecourt. The quality of the LED lights also improves safety and security at the forecourt by making
our CCTV much clearer. Waveguide Lighting completed the project quickly and with minimal disruption to our business, which,
because of the volume of customers using Strensham, was essential.” Simon Tul, CEO of Roadchef
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